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MY SISTER CALLIE

My sister Callie was going to be a nurse. That's what she

said when teacher asked us what we wanted to be when we
growed up. She'd wrop her big feet around the shaky iron desk

legs and say right out that she was gonna be a nurse and get

folks like Jummer well when they got sick. Then she'd glare at

the rows of little girls with their patent leather shoes and flow-

ered dresses with the starch sticking out, cause they all wanted

to be missionaries. Callie didn't care what they were going to

be, she was going to be a nurse and get sick folks well. She

just hoped Jummer wouldn't die before she was growed enough

to nurse him.

Callie was different. She was big and her face was kinda

yellow with funny looking places on it and when she scratched,

it left puffy looking streaks on the yellow. Her hair was about

the color of sun-paled corn silks and it was so straight it was

always falling down over her eyes when she hung her head. She

was so rough on clothes, Ma said, and made her wear overalls

'till she started getting a chest like the other girls. Then she

looked funny in the feed sack dresses like she had been melted

and poured in and was trying to get back out again. She wasn't

fat, Callie wasn't, but, God, she was big and her legs looked

like Jummer's with the white hairs crawling out around the

freckles.

But Callie didn't care how she looked, she could do more

than anybody else and if they messed with her she'd show em

too. She showed Nelda Glass one time. Nelda spit on her when

they were playing catch the fox and Callie jumped on her and

just about beat hell out of her. And Callie just kept right on

laughing and rolling Nelda in the red clay, rubbing her face in

the ground and making her eat dirt. When teacher come out

the back door and made em quit, Nelda cussed. She cussed

Callie and she cussed teacher. Callie just hung her head and

fastened her overall strop. I remember teacher made Nelda



whup Callie with a switch and we peeped in the window and

Callie was laughing. She always laughed when she was mad. I

guess teacher didn't like it when Callie didn't cry cause she

took the switch and beat her till she was tired and Callie still

didn't cry. She never did cry, not till she got to be a nurse.

I got mad cause teacher didn't whup Nelda too, and I said,

"It ain't fair. She oughta whupped Nelda too," and Cliff said,

"She knows not to bother Nelda, or ole man Glass'U make her

leave."

"But Nelda spit on Callie first," I argued.

Cliff looked down at me like I was dumb cause I wasn't as

old as him and he said, "That don't make no difference, Buddy.

There just ain't no justice."

I guess he musta heard his Daddy say that. I didn't know
what justice meant, so I hushed.

When Callie got a whupping at school, she got one at home
too. Always the kids that lived in the swamp would stop by our

house and tell Ma if Callie was in a fight or anything. When
Callie whupped Nelda, Ma took the razor strop and beat her

till the blood oozed out around the whelps on her big legs and
stuck the white hairs together. Ma grit her teeth and the knuck-

les on her red hands turned chalkish where she gripped the belt

buckle, and she laid it on Callie, talking all the time, "Ain't I

told you to leave that Glass gal alone? Ain't I told you? Say,

say, ain't you never gonna learn? Old man Glass'U be running

us off like dogs if you don't leave his young'un alone. You
know that, you know it. Why you keep messing with her ? Why,
why, why. . .

" Ma screamed, crying and beating Callie, till

she give out of breath. Ma didn't have much wind and that time

she fainted and fell down. Callie just looked at Ma stretched

out in the dirt yard and kicked the ground and watched the

dust cake on Ma's arms and legs where they was sweaty. Callie

just looked at her like she was disgusted and then walked off

to the barn to see jummer.
I dragged Ma to the chinaberry tree under the shade and got

some water to bathe her face in. She looked so pitiful in her

grease-spattered apron and kinda purty when she was like that.

She was lots better looking than fat old Mrs. Glass even if she



did have to pick cotton and chop stovewood. I thought Callie

oughta wait on Ma if she was gonna be a nurse, but she never

did. I guess it was because Ma didn't like Callie, not like she did

me anyway. But Callie didn't care; she said so.

She didn't care about nothing, 'cept Jummer and nursing.

When Jummer got sick she wouldn't let nobody do anything

for him 'cept her. She was his nurse. I guess, next to Jummer,

Callie liked me best, cause she let me go with her and spend the

night with him one time after he got sick. Jummer lived in the

room next to the corn crib and it was almost as nice as where

we lived 'cept in the winter when it got muddy and smelled bad

where the cows were. But I guess he liked it. He lived there

ever since before I was born, Ma said.

The night we stayed with him, he said he was feeling kinda

low. The board window was latched and we shut the door be-

hind us with the cross-bar. It was still day light, but Jummer
had the room shut up so the light wouldn't hurt his eyes. It

was the first time I'd been in the room since he got sick and it

was different. In the almost dark you couldn't hardly see Jum-

mer. His old iron bed was backed up in the corner and it looked

like the cobwebby shadows was eating him up. He had on his

long legguns and they was dirty yellow where the camphorated

oil rags on his chest soaked through. His long brown hands

kinda fooled with a hole in the quilt and they looked like pieces

of driedup cow hide. Jummer was different in the bed. He look-

ed mostly white with his silver hair plastered dov/n across his

forehead and his drooping mustache shining like cream. But I

could tell it was him. The snuff dripped out of his mouth and

the brown juice matted the long ends of his mustache together

and he had on his hat. It was a great black felt hat with a long

brim that curled up like his mustache and there was a little

round hole in the top of it. Jummer never did pull his hat off,

not even when he went to bed or to the table. I guess he was
just old.

Callie set right in and started cleaning up. She swept the

floor with the straw broom and covered up the basket full of

half-shucked corn with some croker sacks she got out of the

barn. Then she got the bowl from by Jummer's bed and went



to wash it, knocking the flies away from the dried egg yellow

on the sides of it. I asked Jummer if he et eggs at dinner too,

and he said no, just at breakfast, and I wondered if maybe Ma
forgot to take him some dinner. When I asked her the next day

she said he got plenty for a hired man.

Me and Callie built us a pallet on the floor next to Jum-

mer's bed. The quilt we had over us was the one Ma used to

wrop ice up in and it stunk. When the red started coming in

through the cracks in the logs, Jummer told Callie to open the

window. He wanted to see the sun go down and it made him

sad and he said it looked like a man dying. Then it got dark

and the crickets holloed and Callie started to light the lamp,

but he said not to, it would spoil the effect. I guess he musta

meant it wouldn't do no good to try to make the dead man
come back alive.

Callie didn't talk much till I went to sleep, least till she

thought I was sleeping. The quilt smelled so, and the mosquitoes

hurt and I couldn't sleep. Callie slid off the pallet and squatted

down by Jummer's bed and told him 'bout selling the boiled

egg Ma fixed in her lunch to Mrs. Glass for some store candy,

and they laughed like they'd pulled a mean trick together.

"If your Ma found out, she'd lick the tar outa you, honey,"

Jummer said low, so as not to wake me up.

"I don't care. It don't hurt no longer than it lasts anyhow."

"You don't ever cry, do you, Callie?" Jummer asked and I

could hear him breathing kinda hoarse like.

"Naw, they can't make me."

"That's a good girl. When you get to be a nurse you can

make people cry when you give em shots. That way you'll hurt

em but its good for em at the same time."

"I ain't never gonna be no nurse," Callie said and I could

hear her foot pushing at the floor. "We ain't got no money and

Ma wouldn't let me if we did."

Jummer moved over to the side of the bed so he could see

Callie sitting on the floor and he said, "Your Ma ain't got noth-

ing to do with it." Then he waited a long time and finally he

said, "When I die I don't want you to let nobody else touch me."



The rotten straw mattress crackled in the dark and I could

feel him pushing hisself up in the bed. "Looka here," he whis-

pered raspingly, "Here it is. Put yore hand up here and feel the

money. Feel that wad? Five hundred dollars and when I die

don't you let anybody in here till you get it. Here?"

"Yeah, Jummer," Callie whispered as she slid back on the

floor. "I'll hide it so she can't find it."

I thought Callie oughta tell him he wasn't gonna die, but I

guess she knowed he was. She was a natchel-born nurse. For a

long time they didn't say nothing and Jummer kept breathing

through his mouth real loud.

Jummer was dead the next morning. His head in the black

hat was jammed back against the iron bedstead and his eyes op-

ened up at the ceiling. His tongue was big and hanging out and

ants were crawling around in the dried snuff on his mustache.

I looked at him and got sick. Callie made me go out and she

put the bar across the door after me. She stayed in there all day

and she wouldn't come out when Ma and Grandma come to lay

him out. When the sun started down, she opened the window
and at dark she come out and she had the black hat. She hid it

and we never did see it again, not till she got to be a nurse.

Callie was kinda mixed up from then on and she had a hard

time growing up. She was strong as an ox and stubborn as a

mule and everybody said she was mean. Bue she wasn't lazy and

she worked. After school she picked cotton for Mr. Ben and he

give her fifty cents for ever hundred pounds she picked. Then
she'd come home after dark and hunt the cows and get water

from the spring. In the summer she worked in the fields like a

man. We had to have a crop or Mr. Glass would run us off, and

we didn't have no place to go, specially since Pa was traveling

with the WPA. He couldn't help it, Ma said. I remember see-

ing him one time when he come home. I didn't like him, and

Callie didn't neither.

Then Callie went off to school. I remember the morning she

left. The black and red store-bought dress stretched across her

belly like a drum and her patent leather shoes cracked across

the toes. Ma had rolled her hair up in corn shucks and the heavy

streaked mass spiraled around her head, making her look like



a porcupine. Her skin was dark brown from the sun and

the white hairs on her arms and legs stood out like bristles, and

you could see the white strip across her shoulder where the cot-

ton sack hung all summer. The last time we seen her she was
walking down the road, swinging the big suitcase with a string

around the middle to keep it from coming open.

The wash-out between the house and the road was just a

ditch then. It growed to be a gully before Callie come back

again.

It wasn't much different at home when she come back, 'cept

for Ma being dead and Grandma and her walking stick living

with me, and the gully being bigger. It was August and so damn
hot, the tin house top cracked under the sun and the flies wig-

gled on their bellies. It was laying-by time and the evening Cal-

lie come home I was stretched out on the porch, watching

Grandma churn. Grandma always shooed the flies when she

churned, but she forgot to shoo, when she looked up and seen

the woman open the barbed wire gate. She looked hard, her eyes

opening wide out of the wrinkles, but she couldn't figure out

who it was, but I knowed it was Callie. I guessed she was a lady

too. She wasn't big any more and she didn't push her feet along

on the ground. She walked up the dirt path kinda slow and easy

like a lean yellow cat, and she didn't hang her head either. She

had on a blue dress and it made the sky around the sun come
sliding down and it looked soft and cool around her. When she

come to the chinaberry tree she reached up and pulled off a

handful of leaves and the full rounded curve of her breasts

pushed against the soft dress. Her hair was short and she had it

combed back from her face. Any fool could tell outa the corner

of his eyes she wasn't hard to look at.

She come up on the wooden steps and Grandma said, "Well,

if it ain't the old cow." Callie kinda smiled a little around the

lips and her eyes stayed blue like the sun shining through water

on a knife blade. She hugged us both and I could feel how hard

she was.

I put her suitcase with the initials on it in the room and then

we talked till sundown. She told us she was getting a week off

to rest, then she'd go back and graduate in three months. She



was going to do some special studying about babies and then go

to work in a hospital and just work with babies all the time.

She liked babies.

Grandma said she guessed Callie would think she was too

good to work while she was at home, but Callie showed her.

First thing, she got in a pair of my pants and made Grandma

set down and nurse her backache while she took over the house-

work.

Callie didn't talk much anytime, 'cept maybe to say pass me
something at the table or ask about something that had happen-

ed while she was gone. Grandma didn't know xactly what to

make of her not talking and all. She liked to talk herself.

I couldn't figure out what she come back fer. Nobody asked

her. So far as she knowed, nobody cared whether she ever come

back or not. But she stayed.

Then one night when the mosquitoes was holding 'tracting

meeting so loud nobody could sleep, Ellis come and said Louisa

was sick and would Grandma go set with her till he could get

the Doc from town. She was in a pretty bad fix, Ellis said.

Thought it was appendicitis.

"Appendicitis," Grandma snorted, feeling the wall for the

nail where her clothes was hanging. "What the fool needs is a

midwife." She kept fussing in the dark trying to get her dress

over her head. I don't know if Callie had ever been to bed or

not. When I got my overalls on and found Grandma's walking

stick, Callie was waiting in the door. She had on her uniform

and she looked so clean and white I cussed out loud. If she

stayed here long, she wouldn't be so pretty and white. But I

couldn't tell her nothing. She was a nurse.

It was two miles in the swamp to Ellis' house and it wasn't

easy walking. Even in the dark you could feel the heavy dust

lying still like in the air, and there wasn't a sign of a moon. It

was hilly and the gutted road was rough, but Callie stayed ahead

and her white heels come down hard o n t h e sliding rocks.

Grandma grunted and talked. Louisa oughta have to suffer,

Grandma said. Anybody that'd run off and leave a house full of

crawling young'uns and traipse all over the country with any



man imaginable . . . God ought let em die. Louisa had her

belly full of nerve, come poking back here, big round as a

cow . . . She talked on and on, allowing as how she couldn't

tolerate such fool women.

Then she hushed and you couldn't hear nothing 'cept our

feet in the ruts and the parched clay cracking under our thin-

soled shoes. Now and then stunted pine trees made a dark,

withered outline on the ditch bank.

"Ain't never seen such a black night in August since here I

been," Grandma said. "Plague take the devil," she kept saying,

"plague take it."

But that didn't help none, cause there still wasn't a breeze,

just hot lightning bugs and warm dusty air coming up from the

baked ground. I knowed it wasn't all that hot for August, but

I could feel the sweat run down my legs and it tickled where

the wet made grooves in the caked dirt around my ankles.

Callie kept on walking, faster and faster, and finally we got

to the top of the hill where you could look down and see the

light from the house at the bottom. The dark path was so gully-

washed I just about had to tote Grandma, but Callie kept right

on like she knowed just how deep every ditch was and I thought

about all the times she used to hunt cows after dark.

The house looked like it was a long way off till we got right

up on it. It squatted, so close on the ground that a dog couldn't

get under it without scratching his back. Everything was so

quiet and still in the dark it seemed like we was slipping up on

the barbed wire fence, and when Callie opened the gate, you

couldn't hear anything but the screeking of the wire over the

nail. There wasn't any trees or grass cause it was bottom land

and they had a plank across the yard to the doorstep to walk on.

When Callie stepped on the hiked-up-end of the plank, a dog
with its head stuck out from under the porch, sniffed and barked

short in his sleep. Somebody on the porch said, "Shut up, Mary,"

real low, and when Callie got to the big rock that was the door-

step, a long, barefoot boy with his hands in his baggy overall

pockets moved into the strip of light from the door. He just

stood there looking like a dried up prison guard in the yellow

light. I knowed he was trying to figure out who Callie was. She



didn't move, so I said, "Evening, Bud." When he finally made

out who we was he said, "Evening, Mr. Bill. Yaw'll come on

in," and followed us in the room.

Callie musta not remembered how it was. She kept looking

and looking. The floor sunk in the middle, there was big cracks

in the wall, and they had a quilt stuck in the window where a

pane was out. The fireplace looked like a hog wallow, with the

nicker nut hulls and ashes all over the cracked bricks. It was

always like that. The twisted fly-specked mirror made the dress-

er look like it had a broken neck and the dollie on the mantle

was dirty and ragged. It was dark in the kitchen and all you

could see was the stove and its rusty pipe going up through the

tin top.

The kids all looked alike, so damned dirty and hungry-eyed

it was a sin. Bud was mighty friendly, but I wouldn't trust a one

of them further than I could spit. I couldn't ever remember

which was the oldest, Bud or Dot Mae. I guess it was Dot Mae.

When we come in Callie looked at Dot Mae over in the corner

holding the last young'un. She was a thin girl, with big breasts

and lips that looked like she'd been dipping snuff. Grandma

said she was no count. Too many men in pretty cars come to see

her.

The cross-eyed twin boys were the ones that did the work,

and I guess the only decent ones in the lot. They was propped

up against their half full cotton sacks behind the dresser, their

pitiful crooked eyes staring up at us and their mouths opening

in a sleepy, twisted grin.

A tired-looking little girl in a dirty underskirt fired the

smoke bucket in a corner by the sick bed. Pot-bellied mosquitoes

screamed and Callie rubbed her eyes when a big gust of smoke

filled the room, making the yellow light turn grey.

"How's your Ma?" Grandma asked.

"I don't know, Miz Sadie, she's been moanin like that a long

time," Bud answered her.

Grandma laid her walking stick down and walked over to

the bed, her old eyes squinting down at Louisa. She slid her

hands over the heavy breasts, then felt the great bulge under the

quilt. Callie watched her, and she watched the young'uns watch-



ing. They grinned, kinda shamefaced like they was finding out

something that just grown folks knowed about. Callie looked at

em and then she went and slung the smoke bucket out the win-

dow and when she turned around they stopped grinning.

"You'd better get them kids out," she told me. They got up

and went out on the porch and I latched the door after them.

"What about you?" Callie said.

"Think I'll stay," I told her. I didn't like the way she sound-

ed so durn bossy.

"Suit yourself," she said, twisting her shoulders, and listen-

ing to the low, bubbling sound from the bed. That's the way it

started, a low bubble from way down in the throat and it kept

boiling up and up till the long high scream beat down hard on

our heads. I followed Callie to the bed and when I put my hands

on the iron bedstead, pieces of blue cracked paint fell down in

Louisa's greasy, gray-brindle hair. Callie put her hands on Lou-

isa's forehead and Louisa opened her eyes.

"Well bless my soul and body," Louisa said, her jaws sag-

ging. "It's Callie Yeats."

"Yes, it's me," Callie said.

"Guess everything'll be all right now, Ain't never had a

shore 'nuf nurse to wait on me before." Louisa kept talking and

kinda grinning with her snuff browned teeth while Callie pulled

down the quilt. Louisa had on a coarse cotton gown and her

body spread all over the bed. Callie took the hot smoothing iron

wrapped in rags from her side and handed it to me. I went to

the fireplace and put it down.

Callie said low, "When you going to stop having babies,

Louisa?"

Louisa was breathing hard and jerky, straining to raise her

globe of fat up in the bed. The pains caught her and her face

looked like wet ash with the sweat popin out.

Callie looked at her watch and put her hand on the mound
of belly.

"I ain't gonna have no baby," Louisa said.

Callie motioned me to come help her and she told the wom-
an it wouldn't be so long now and she'd have to walk awhile.

10



We took her out of the bed and there was a big wet spot on the

sheet where she sweated. Then we walked her, me on one side

and Callie on the other.

"I ain't gonna have no baby, Miz Sadie," Louisa told

Grandma.

We walked her, up and down the same boards in the floor,

up and down, her big body moving slow and heavy. She started

that hard low groan down in her throat and Callie stopped her,

making her stand still till she screamed the pain out, and we

walked agin.

"I ain't gonna have no baby," she'd say, "I ain't gonna have

no baby."

One time Callie told her she was afraid she was going to

have that baby, whether she wanted to or not, that she meant to

see to it that the baby was born, so we kept walking, and the

woman screamed and screamed like she was trying to outrun

that thing inside her.

Then she quit screaming and slumped like she was tired and

Callie said quick, "Get her to the bed."

The steam come up from the hot water and hit Callie in the

face and you couldn't see anything but her hands, long and

white, pushing up the wobbly legs, and reaching in the scalding

water. She talked to the woman and her voice was like her

hands, willing the baby to be born.

Callie smiled. Smiled kinda glad like with the sweat running

off the sides of her face as her hands come around the baby's

head, its shoulders, and finally its long legs. It was a yellow,

shriveled up thing, but Callie's hands loved it.

I couldn't make out if she was laughing or crying, but when
she moved over to the broken dresser mirror with the baby, the

cracked glass and dirt faded, and her shoulders and head come
up, and one arm reached to straighten her cap.

BETTY JEAN FOXHALL
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EXCAVATION

As singing winds discover

Intricate root and vein

And excavating rain

Turns old bones over,

So pick-and-mattock men
Prize open buried places,

Scrape lichen from stone faces

To see them smile again.

But it's mere alphabet

To light tall pediment,

Hardest remains; spade can't

Reveal the beating heart!

Tot up the daisied meadow

—

Easy alternative

To making stone words live!

Behind each moves a shadow.

Frightened by reason's frost,

Like soldiers in strict rows,

Letters stand, comatose;

The friendly ghosts are lost.

HENRY TREECE
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CLEAR POOL

i

The senses are quieted,

soothed,

while the white-turkey

forages for popcorn.

and the calculated

caerulean

—

the sun-lit water

of the pool

—

recalling Persian inventions-

the young men
in their pastel trunks

wrestling,

playing,

whiling, while . . .

divorcing

—

dividing their minds against

Persia and rose leaves

and the incidental motor-car-

sex of later

—

much later in the evening.

The senses are quieted,

afternoon is assured

no natural sex

will be allowed

nor overt perversion

tolerated here.

13



II

there is

a uniformity

about bathhouses

whether by the sea,

or anywhere

the fifteen-year-olds go

to learn

to swim

and be aware of

bodies.

along the beaches

where observers sit

the plymouth rock

will peck

and preen

grey and scarlet

in the evening sun.

the railroad's passengers

observe

only the calculated

appearance

of gayety.

the minor

unadmitted motives

are as subtle

and unnoticed

as the preening

of the hen.

Ill

When at last

the pop-corn

is finished

14



and all

the body consciousness

has still

not arrived

at direct

achievement,

statement . . .

when at last

the sun goes down
and spot lights

eat up all the private

corners

where reality

lingers

seeking

some excuse

even in negation

for its continuance.

When at last

unsated

and tired

the fifteen-year-olds race

down the highway

home

life is not safe,

for reality

has been negated

and no one

will any longer

believe

that one can hurt,

and die.

KENNETH LAWRENCE BEAUDOIN
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STOCKING-CAP

The skill was not to snub the nose of the pickerel on the

under edge of the ice as, with wet, numb hands, you brought

him up—more often than not he was a perch—out of the water

six inches or three feet down, as the winter went, from the froz-

en surface of the lake.

The rest was crude, cold work and my father saw to it that

it began the moment we hit the ice, the sun hardly up. First, the

cutting of the holes, round and eight to ten inches across, the

only challenge that you not let go your grip, from stiff fingers,

on the long, narrow steel of the chisel; the setting out of the

tilts (like laths, but of a better wood, a foot and a half high)

each in a slit chipped out close to the rim of a hole, with slush

packed in to freeze it upright; the baiting of the lines and the

rigging of them from each tilt, their fine thread sticking to the

ice and hard to free with mittens on. Then, on shore, the gath-

ering the wood and making the fire, the important thing the

spot, protected but at some promontory from which all the tilts

could be seen. And the rest of the day the ever repeating rou-

tine of the circuit of the holes, to skim them and to make sure

that the wind or a nibble had not slipped the noose in the line

off the tilt-arm that held it over the center of the hole.

It was this same arm, when a strike was a good one, which

tripped and let go- the red flannel flag bent down on a spring

from the top of the tilt, and it was these flags we gave our at-

tention to, once the tilts were out, swigging coffee by the fire,

always our eyes out over the surface of the lake to sight them,

if and when one should go up, the exciting signal that started

us on the run over the ice.

I suppose it was because my father picked his Sundays that

way, but they all stand in my mind as sunny but wind-driven

and bitter cold. I was allowed to bring my skates, though I could

see he didn't much approve, it was not according to some Hoyle

of ice fishing he had in his head. He made this exception of his

son, however, and it gave the day a connection to other things

one did in a New England winter. Otherwise it stood clear,

stands clear now, as some glistening, cruel, attractive other
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country enclosed in dark, from the bitter dark of winter morn-

ing before dawn (when he waked me) to the travel home in the

trolley at night and the sweet animal collapse the heat of the

house and supper brought once we were back in the tenement,

as though a blow had struck us, and we welcomed it, and went

down under it easily, pleasurably, back into sleep.

My father was a stickler for details and it seems now as

though it was all week he was working on the gear although I

suppose it was only the night before. This was a holiday, his

chance to get free, and he treated it as he treated the other ad-

ventures he contrived for later seasons of the year; partridge

berries, May flowers, elderberries for the wine he kept five

years ahead, our trips to the dump for iron, his trips alone in

summer to sketch for the water colors he did at nights at home.

He fished at other times of the year but I never seem to have

gone along, it was always some friend who went with him

nights after work. He never caught any more than he did in the

winter. The truth is, I don't think he cared. It was only another

way of going free, getting out to the sensations of life. (I re-

member how irritated he was, when we went after walnuts once

in the fall, because I did not see things as sharply or at the

distance he did.)

And my weariness bothered him. Another ritual of the fall

was grapes. He had found, how I could never figure out, wild

vines of red and Concord grapes buried in a tangle of forest

miles off the Boston-Worcester trolley line. We would set off

circumspectly enough, with only a folded mail sack under his

arm. The trolley ride was more than any train for me, rushing

and wobbling as it did through mostly open country. The walk

from the stop I remember as the high point next after that

first sight of the grapes themselves. It was down a country road

lined with apples, by farms and dogs and stock. My father was
enough of a kid to stop, and gape, and dawdle as much as I did,

throwing stones with me, hanging over a broken wall into a

field, breaking off branches of trees along the road by hurling

other rotted pieces at them like boomerangs.

It was when we started into the woods that I began to tire,

and though the coming on the grapes was a tremendous thing,

at which I marveled in my father, how he brought us to them,
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it wasn't long before I was plaguing him with questions, how
long more we'd be and when we could go. I wonder now if it

wasn't the presence of woods, they depress me so, even to this

day. At first I was all right, the Concords tasted so good, and

I gorged myself, eating more than I was putting in the sack.

He'd laugh at me and tell me to get on with it, pick them not

eat them, as he worked away raking them from the vines into

the bag. But it was when we had all those within easy reach and

it was necessary for him to climb the tree to follow the vine as

it wound itself upward and I was left alone below with the

woods that I'd begin to complain and he must have thought I

sounded like my mother.

I don't remember much the road back but I do remember

the wonderful stains on the sack, and the care we had to keep

it away from our clothes and a self-consciousness when we
were back in the city and stood on the rear platform of the

trolleys with our bag.

Only once in winter, strangely enough, do I seem to have

been inadequate, and that time, I think, he was complaining

for the show of it, and to set himself a little bit above my
mother. It was the time my two cousins, older than I, came with

us. It was a severe day, the temperature below zero, and when
we left the house my mother made a scene against his taking

me. "You'll kill him," she said; "you'll be the death of him."

It was a tough day, and I dare say I did feel the cold, but I was

determined to go, and I put up with his jibes before my cousins,

for even then I sensed they were meant for my mother, and not

for me. They were compliments, in a way, for I was along, and

they called my cousins' attention to that fact, and that he had

a son who could stay with them.

His main concern each of those winter trips was the chisel.

The tilts took care of themselves. They came home ready for

use again no matter how cild or dark it had been when we had

left the lake the previous time. He would never allow them to

be wound carelessly as I have seen other fishermen do. But

the chisel always needed new attention. It was one he had made
himself. (I remember how surprised and scornful I was when
I discovered, once we fished a large lake nearer the city, that

other men had wider, store-bought chisels and that they called
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them by another name.) His was arranged in sections, out of

pipe, in lengths about as long as tilts so that all our gear could

be strapped together in a bundle. The threaded sleeves of the

sections fascinated me, and the putting of them together, but

the important part to him was the cutting end. It was no thicker

or wider than a tilt and may have been his own design. It was

this he sharpened with such care.

I was puzzled he took no more than one along. I suppose it

was weight that dictated but I knew they could get lost, slip

out of a cold hand when you suddenly broke through that last

plug of ice, and the water came up, and sloshed over your feet.

He had lost one once, and I think I did, and once we were able

to fish one out of shallow water, how I can't now say. The cur-

ious thing was I don't think he ever had a rope on the chisel's

end as other men had and as you'd think he might. Perhaps it

was another of those queer obstacles he had a way of dealing

with as a challenge and which made him such an attractive,

tragic man. The stubborn side of it killed him in the end.

The bait pail and the skimmer were the other crucial tools.

Only once do I remember getting the minnows the day we
fished—from a little old man in a shanty on the way,, a profes-

sional, I thought, compared to us. The other times, I suppose,

my father brought the minnows home from work, for he was
careful with them, to keep the water right and to leave them
out on the back porch over night. On the way to the lake they

had to be carried most carefully, not to jounce, and to be looked

at several times on the ride to make sure they did not die.

Always one or two did, and to see them turned up, lolling in

the water, sickened me. It wasn't the same when they were dead

from being on the hook too long in the holes. The holes, before

the day was through, were circled with them, side up, with big

eyes, frozen in the ice.

The advance to the lake was always new, as sharp as I imag-

ine the discovery of a continent used to be—the whiteness, the

curiosity whether anyone else might be there first (then I was
always so overwhelmed with disappointment I wanted to go
home), the rush to start the holes, the decisions how to lay

them, the question, how thick the ice. I suppose the work of
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cutting was inviting for its warmth but it was exhausting and I

was interested, long before my father would allow himself to

be, in the fire.

The fire was, for me, the big business of the day. With the

lines out the fishing depended on the fish, but the fire, that

depended on me. I fetched the wood and started it. I kept it

alive. I tore my mittens feeding it. I burned my coat hugging it,

I had to stand so close to keep warm I was forever sure my
rubbers would crack or melt away. Or the wind would gust, and

scatter the fire, and I'd have to go off farther and farther into

the woods to get new wood for it, and lose a mitten doing it,

and come back with snow-bit hands.

But it was home, and everything centered on it, and though

it always arranged to tip the coffee pot into itself, and burn

the handle so I'd burn myself righting it, the fire was a precious

thing and I was proud of its care, and built lives around it.

(Most of the time it became a fort in which I barricaded myself

against the woods, and the lake was a plain I scanned vigi-

lantly—as though it might hide Indians as well as red topped

tilts.)

It was also, of course, the place you came back gladly to

from the ice, from a run out to play a fish or to patrol the

nearer holes. And food had a special taste because of it, covered

with soot from the tending of it, seasoned with the smell of

each of the trees we were using for it, and the smoke entering

the mouth with each bite as much as the meat.

So I was the guard, the mother of the fire, while my father,

ever active, kept restlessly touring the ice, hoping a flag would

go up, changing the tilts, cutting new holes to find the fishes'

feeding ground. And sometimes he'd go off around some head-

land of the lake and be gone so long I'd get nervous and strike

out after him. Or at least go far enough to get a better look-out

for him without losing sight of the tilts. For it was always my
hope, when he went off like that, that a flag would go up and

all by myself I would land the biggest pickerel of the day.

It was the dying of the day on those lakes which gave me
my first taste, I suppose, of wanhope. No matter what I did

the fire seemed to go down as the sun did, and when that light
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which comes as brightness goes off and that cold which settles

as the wind dies would spread in from the lake, I first knew

some secret of death.

It was an attractive hour. My father's figure out on the ice

grew and his stocking-cap became the fur crown of some Sibe-

rian trader. His overcoat filled out and though I knew it was

green with age, and torn, it was fur too, and he was grand. His

run, always peculiar from his thick-soled rubbers and his layers

of clothes, was now immense.

The tilts were easier to see and though the flags flew up

less often—they never kept us busy enough—they were startling

when they did and my shout, or my father's run, was sharp like

teeth on the grey ice and in the blue air. This was one time

when I shared my father's feelings precisely: I was as prepared

as he to linger as the day ran out. He stayed, perhaps, because

he hoped for one more fish.

It is wood smoke that always throws me back to those wild

days, the stain of it, sweet and sharp and green, in our stocking-

caps and hair, in our eyes and clothes (more than the dye of

them), and in my nose and mouth and mind as we stepped

into that welcome thing, the trolley car, to set off for home.

CHARLES OLSON

FABLE
"It was at Pyongyang," the soldier said.

"We prayed for deliverance like in the Bible.

And the plague of eyes came

—

Striking like locusts,

Settling heavy like June bugs,

Glittering green, flicking gold and buzzing,

Eyelashes crawling like centipede's legs.

The eyes of the new dead crawled

And joined the plague.

It was at Pyongyang," the soldier said.

"We prayed for deliverance like in the Bible

And the plague of eyes came."

NANCY LEONARD
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THE VISITATION
"It is past belief, Romanianus, past belief, and past what even you

believe of me, nay to myself also it is past belief, what a conflagration

of myself they lighted. . .

"

St. Augustine

Early that morning we could see them

Like a dust-spout over in the west

Whirling; the sky had bunched itself

Into a million clay pigeons.

We did not speak to each other.

Gradually it came: a man walked

With the dogs whirling at his belly.

His tiny feet he placed upon the ground

As if in slippers, while the dogs

Whipped space into pendants.

Did he seem to stumble? His eyes

Were still, so luminous and bleak.

We saw no miracle was there.

Only overhead clay pigeons came.

It was not strange, only the soft air,

Frenzied by the devlish dogs,

Hummed crazily, seemed fingering the birds,

The garish dogs, the man. Inside the hum
It was as if a spindle spun an elongated loom.

Quietly, beneath the quilts, we crushed our mirrors.

He stopped in the middle of the town

And started into our houses. I tell you

It was wondrously exciting! And the dogs

Whipping the air, touching for a moment
Little heads between hind legs

Skyward, their brittle paws for balance

Shoved against his frail chest and the clouds

Still by, their wings spread breathless,
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And the air humming to itself!

His pale child's hand capped his eyes

As he stared, as we watched

As he waited; we did not make a sound,

No sign, no signal, no single move
Was made I tell you

It was wondrously tense between us.

After, the perilous column went on,

Vertical, to the mills, toward the mountains.

Tell us, did he know? did he mind?

His palm held grace and we knew it.

We watched it from our windows go east

Into the sunlight:

The tiny feet as if in satin slippers,

The whirling dogs at his belly.

We could see them from our windows,

The dogs! Like splendid tumblers

From Japan. We did not go.

We waited for his face

(He did not turn, not once)

Until the dagger-edge of sky and earth

Absorbed him. Only the dogs, like fine fleas

Darting, marred the fluid line.

Why did you not tell him? show him? why?
His ears were deaf, his eyes were blind,

And his mind was crazed!

The coughing was harsher that morning

As he washed. Throughout the town

The noise crawled as if on legs.

The coffee pot smashed against our ears

Like an echo of bizarre bells tolling,

Urgent as the tongues of Fontamara.

No food could pass beyond our mouth.

No coffee plunged beyond our throats.
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And our cursed women wept without words

Through their fingers. At last

The workers gathered for their portions.

In the square the shuffling and the stamping

Was of buffalo. From within the earth

There boomed a devil's drum.

It was past belief, past belief, that no eye lighted.

Shaggy manes alone remained, featureless.

We finished our bridge that afternoon

Grappling with strands, our eyes riveted

On the silk riveted against the horizon.

Bodiless we turned for home, lounging.

We did not mean to meet our wives.

Our faces were always of granite

And calloused; as our world; unyielding;

And strong laws.

And did you never again speak of the man
And the tumblers, how the tiny feet walked

And the whirling?

Only the clay pigeons,

Dispersed dully into the sky,

Remain somewhere, unnamed and stupid.

YESTERDAY MY SHADOW
Yesterday my shadow was graven to the ground.

All day I lay in the sun raging

Between assassinations and holy wars;

Between duels and massacres;

Between destructions, of the state and myself.

All day that shadow was graven to the ground

And inside me a swarm of bestial birds

Fixed beaks. And rending spurs!

It is this alien shadow that is subject to the law.

HARVEY BREIT
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SOME AZTEC POEMS
Nearly a hundred Aztec poems, ivritten before the coming of the

Conquistadors, survive in transcripts made by the Spanish friars. Though
little is known about the origin of the songs, they were all apparently

sung to music: flutes, trombones, bells and drums made of hollowed

tree-trunks. They seem to have been sung in high-pitched twittering

voices by singers adorned in a mosaic embroidery of tropical plumes,

to a slow dance, and with a deep sense of religious purpose, and perhaps

in a state of trance. Though these songs are of comparatively recent

date, they have a curious similarity with the songs composed by the

ancient Chinese poet, Chu Yuan, who also composed for ceremonial

occasions. For a complete elucidation of these poems, a long commentary

would be necessary: it has seemed better to leave them as they are,

without notes of any kind, in all their startling clarity, though the

reader should be reminded that the Aztecs formed a great civilization

which ivas not wholly given over to perpetual sacrifices of human
prisoners with obsidian knives. They were a people who worshipped

flowers so much that it was not permitted to them to smell the, center

of a flower: they could smell only the petals: for the center ivas re-

served for the gods.

HYMN TO IXCOCAUHQUI

In the Hall of Flames let me not shame my ancestors.

If I go down there, let me not shame thee.

I fasten a rope to the sacred tree in eight folds

That I may magically descend to the fairy house.

O sing your song in the Flame Hall!

O begin singing in the Hall of Flames!

Why does the magician not arise?

Why does he not ascend ?

Let all the ministrants come to the Hall of Flames:

Then he will come, he will come to his ministrants.

Let the instruments never cease in the Hall of Flames.

Let them rejoice hugely, let them dance marvellously.

Summon the spreading hair of the woman,
Call upon her who cares for the mist and rain.
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THE SONG OF THE FASTERS

The flower of my heart blossoms at midnight.

Tonan has slaked her passion, so also has Tlazolteotl.

I, Cinteotl, born in paradise, come from the place of

flowers.

I am the only flower, the new, the glorious one.

Born from water I am, born a youth already and a man.

I came forth from the blue homes of fishes, a new and

most glorious god.

I shine like the sun; my mother dwelt in the mansions of the

dawn,

She who was fiery-coloured as the quechol-bird, a new and

most glorious flower.

So I came forth to the earth, even to the market-place,

like a man:

I am Quetzalcoatl, the great and glorious god.

Be tender then under the flower-bush as fiery-coloured as

the quetzal,

Listen to the quechol singing to the gods,

Listen to the quechol singing alone on the river-bank.

Hear him piping along the river in the house of reeds.

Would that my flowers ceased from dying.

Our flesh is as flowers, even as the flowers in the

place of flowers.

O she goes to the market-place, bearing Xochiquetzal to

the market,

She speaks at Chochula and startles my heart.

My heart is startled by her, nor is there an end to it.

The priests know her:

Where the merchants sell green jade ear-rings she is known.

In the place of wonders she is there.

Sleep, sleep, sleep, I fold my hands in sleep.

O woman, I sleep.
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HYMN TO HUITZILOPOCHTLI

Supreme Huitzilopochtli, none are like unto thee;

Not vainly do I sing, wearing the dress of the ancestors.

1 stream with a shining light.

O he is the terror of the Mixteca;

He alone destroyed the Picha-huasteca,

And he conquered them.

When he roars, he inspires terror, O he is god,

Swinging from side to side in his warfare.

He is the Divine Slinger swinging from side to side.

Amanteca, gather ye in the warhouse against your enemies:

Gather ye together with me.

Pipiteca, gather ye in the warhouse against your enemies:

Gather ye together with me.

HYMN TO THE HIGH PRIEST OF XIPE TOTEC

Why should I not drink at night?

Go forth, adorn yourself in golden garments,

clothe yourself in shining vestments.

My god has descended into the water,

Into the beautiful and glistening mirror.

He was like an adorable water cypress,

He was like a shining green serpent.

Now I have left my suffering behind.

1 go forth, I go forth to destroy.

I am Yoatzin, my soul is in the blue waters.

I am seen in the gold water,

I shall shew myself to mortals,

And shall strengthen them for their battle cries.

Translated by ROBERT PAYNE
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FOR SAPPHO, BACK
i

With a dry eye, she

saw things out of the corner of

with a bold

she looked on any man,

with a shy eye

With a cold eye, with her eye she looked on, she looked out, she

who was not so different as you might imagine from,

who had, as nature hath, an eye to look upon her makings, to

in her womb, know
how red, and because it is red, how handsome

blood is, how, because it is unseen, how
because it goes about its business

(as she does, as nature's things have that way of doing, as

in the delight of her eye, she

creates constants

—

And,

in the thickness of her blood, some

variation

II

As blood is, as flesh can be

is she, self-housed, and moving

moving in impeccability to be

clear, clear! to be

as, what is rhythm but

her limpidity?

She

who is as certain as the morning is

when it arises, when it is spring, when, from wetness comes its

brightness

as fresh as this beloved's fingers, lips

each new time she new turns herself to tendernesses, she

turns her most objective, scrupulous attention, her own
self-causing

each time it is,

as in the morning, is

the morning night and revelation of her
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nakednesses, new
forever new, as fresh as is the scruple of her eye,

the accurate kiss

III

If you would know what women is, what

strength the reed of man unknows, forever

cannot know, look, look! in these eyes, look

as she passes, on this moving thing, which moves

as grass blade by grass blade moves, as

syllable doth throw light on fellow syllables, as,

in this rare creature, each hidden, each moving thing

is light to its known, unknown brother,

as objects stand one by one by another, so

is the universe, this flow, this women, these eyes

are sign

IV
The intricate, what shall perplex, forever

is a matter, is it not, not of confusions to be studied and made
literal,

but of a dry dance by which, as shoots one day make leaves, as

earth's crust, when ice draws back, wrings mountains

from itself, makes valleys in whose palms

root-eating fisher folk spring up

—

by such a dance, in which the dancer contradicts

the waste and easy gesture, contains

the heave within,

within, because the human is so light a structure, within

a finger, say, or there,

within the gentlest swaying of

(of your true hips)

in such containment,

and in search for that which is the shoot,

the thrust

of what you are,

of what you were so delicately born,

of what fruits

of your own making, you are

the hidden Constance of which all the rest

is awkward variation
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This! this

is what gives beauty to her eye, inhabitation

to her tender-taken bones, is what illumines

all her skin with satin glow

when love blows over, turning

as the leave turns in the wind,

and, with that sudden shock of recognition,

shows

its other side, the joy, the sort of terror or

a dancer going off

V

If you would guess, fond man, the secret

propose to say why your beloved's foot still flashes

in your face still flashes

(as a leaf! as a leaf, turning)

still

is fire upon your force, still

doth stir the root of you

—

if, on this course, as she is, as she runs

as she, too, looks for love, as she, a daughter, seeks, forever seeks

a lover worthy to undo the obdurate father

—

as she leads you

on in this dance, outruns you in this racing, you

who follow after, in search, too, for source, you

who go as tortoise and as hare, you

who are, because you are a man, uncertain

—

palpably uncertain, as the issue is,

because you both are, not as nature is

as man and woman forever is

Then, man,

is there any answer equal to this silver girl? to

the proffer of her ? to

this dancer, this ankle, this wrist, to

the fullness of these

eyes? CHARLES OLSON
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HISTORICAL ABSTRACT

The fire is out, though fanned pretentiously

Down the long procession of resentful years

To light a glooming hearth. White ashes raked

On southern stone disclose belatedly

Small living coal to lay on ritual lips.

This latitude of artificial light

And precious beauty now is newly marked:

No little Europe mapped, no pretty France.

Athenian splendor is domestic myth

Unraveled by the just unweaving word:

Fine rhetoric juxtaposed with kitchen talk

Is level-emmed upon a sober English page.

The haughty look, squared heavily with gold,

Hangs conscious token of ancestral worth,

Or's vainly copied in a private glass.

High room and gay hereditary house

Are attic-atmosphered. grey-hung with lint.

Fair gallantry is fretted in a chest
,

As dull as cherries on forgotten hat

That flew in youthful tremblingness to kiss.

Where lay the planter's reach of debonair,

Blows now the rusty broom, and straggles down
Red-worn ravine a rout of worthless pine

,

Seeding perpetual memorandum here

Of the old geographical mistake. . . .

To render beauty in a stricken place

The glossy jasmine urges willing roots.

Beside the door tobacco-dark with rain

The scuppernong, poor snarl of dead-alive,

Is broken arbor over barren ground.
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Geography is good, but earth is better.

Upon these serpent hills impartially

DescenHs the orchestration of the stars;

A river in its course doth mirror heaven,

And sunlight is a glory of the land.

AUGUST H. MASON

IN PRAISE OF ELOQUENCE
Dante knew how to throw the weight of his

body into each act, and is, like Byron,

Burke, and Carlyle, the Rhetorician. I find

him full of the nobil volgare eloquenza;

that he knows 'God damn,' and can be rowdy

if he please, and he does please.

—R. W. Emerson

To shape it right, the one thing fit,

In clearly instrumented speech:

Project the appropriate word
After the radiant Waldo:
Inform the clause with peristaltic grace

And punctuate with ileo-cecal stop

The corpus linguae. Strike off

With walking-stick as thistle-top

The purpling bloom of literature

In homage to the rude vernacular,

Its right accomplishment.

(This I desire, and have desired

Through turnip years of prickly green,

Through swelling time of convoluted kail,

My June of shooting spike and silky ear.)

Wherefore this epilogue? Say why
This invocation to the vulgar muse.
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To front the panting knave (is why)

Who velvet sinks to lip deceit

And so advantage him at my dear cost,

He certain none will strangle him

Except his proper own. Him painlessly

To thrust as turkey through the neck

With hunting ramrod hickory-fine,

I would devise this slender lance

Of invehement speech:

Dear less-than-sir, the rosy louse

That punctureth a joyous ventricle

To suck the pulsing blood in ecstasy,

Thou flea that harborest near the tail

Of tawny cat, its inaccessible root,

Take there thy rich success. Or else

Thou shouldst be guest felicitous

To that low-trundling beast

With apex face, prehensile tail,

That hath but wit to shrink and sull

Before a fair intelligence. Unlock

And tell, O parasitic nearly-sir,

Where gottest thou that pietistic smirk?

Where gottest thou that gonococcal look?

Then, having lettered out a character

And oralized the exposition of a sham,

I'd move one half-step courteous to the fore

To make delivery sure, and speak

With Concord accent in a proper text

One mild unlineamented New England damn.

AUGUST H. MASON
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HOT WHITE HEADLIGHTS

My fingers are a little man and he's gonna jump from

your handlebars, see

Herseys and milk in the ice box but call her if anything goes

wrong
Yeah call her, so drunk and flirting and listening to

the slot machine chime nickels

You must go to sleep little boy so put on your polka

dotted pajamas

there was once an enchanted cow with a voice so beautiful

no, not anymore, next time maybe
the green dial flares and there's nothing but crimebusters

a small square clock with doors that spring open

quick, it'll fit in my pocket lining

a smooth green leather wallet with a snap

red marbles and a mechanical pencil, that had better

be all for now

slide the drawer out quiet like and stick your long

fingers in and feel around

there's something there, there's something there

no honey, just wanted to see if you were all right

go back to sleep

The blue and white china chicken filled with money
not so much as you can notice

cold fried chicken and chocolate cake stuffed down
choked down in a hurry before you're caught

but it's late and I'm hungry

scalding water sticks in my throat and

hot white headlights flash in the window
hurry but don't don't slip on the rug

read so hard you don't even hear the knocking

and rub your eyes asleep

FRANCES ECHOLS
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THE MELANCHOLY COMUS
for Charles Chaplin

Look closely: from nowhere he leaps into the screen,

fills it with light and with luminous joy

and shadow of authentic mystery.

He smiles, but the eyes are haunted. Or the eyes

glimmer with laughter, but the lips tremble.

He moves, and we see a man move. Look again:

it's a woman walking with the grace of women.

And still another time: a child smiles from the screen.

Yet nothing clashes ; man, woman, child are one,

natural variant aspects of the selfsame image.

Grace is there, and the generous sex, and strong

decisive gestures, and hurt, and the helpless exposed

face of the child, desiring love, a smile,

eager for approbation, quick to perceive the frown,

the hidden annoyance, the unsaid words "I don't want you.'

But over all, as we watch from the darkened hall,

we feel the toughness, we know the tenderness,

we sense the sure love and the mastery.

In him, blended perfectly are man, woman, child,

that synthesis so few attain,

that delights us, pleasures us to come upon

but would in our own selves, indeed, embarrass us.

2.

Mimic of the small dry crumbs of our joy

and the inedible shoestrings of our indignation

and the hurled pie of outrage and of hurt

and the soul-washing sight of the lovely girl,
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he mirrors .the true movements of our regimented lives,

our nerve-ends, our goose-stepping muscles ; and he sings

our unwavering happiness and unchanging sorrows

and our loneliness from which there is no escape.

3.

Because he is what we would be

we love him. Since we cannot love ourselves,

knowing too well the blemishes that mar

our lives, our loves,

our rich, inhibited love

encompasses his image on the screen:

our brains think his thoughts,

our hands feel what he feels,

our own feet ache in his comic shoes.

The brain has arrows,

the mouth has swords,

but the body, fluid and flowing, is all music.

Even in prison,

exposed, alone,

he builds the vaulting towers of the inner castle.

The eyes have malice,

the ears have chains,

but the hands are winged like the fingers of a pianist.

Surrounded, held at bay

by policemen of the mind,

his faith is tethered subtly to tomorrow's sunrise.

The heart has miracles.

The soul has wings.
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5.

Slowly the walls of the world's room press inward

as in a penny-dreadful or a Kafka dream,

and the naked whimpering Soul and Ego, unprotected,

shrink and clutch each other in a bleak embrace,

loveless, awaiting extinction, pleading "Faster, faster!"

but the walls move slowly in their mechanical grooves,

gently, unhurried; and the terrified, fleshless lovers

watch them, the maniac's shriek locked in their frozen throats.

And I look: My body, with all its frailties and fears,

inhabits the skin and bones of both, my body

recoils from the doom that looms closer as mountains of ice

closed down, long ago, on a green and younger earth.

But I turn my eyes away, thinking "I do not see it,

and what I do not see does not exist,"

and I conjure pleasanter visions in which the world

is not converging wall but ever-expanding heaven.

But sometimes my imagination fails me.

Sometimes I cannot help but see what is real

and menacing as any chamber of horrors

glimpsed by a child on a Sunday musem-tour.

Sometimes I despair: I feel as the suicide feels

the instant before he pulls the innocent trigger or tests

the chair he stands on before the last kick or lets

the razor's edge leap toward the vibrant vein.

And in despair I cry to those who will listen:

What kind of world is this where he who speaks of man,

and man's sorrow, and man's deep longings,

and man's unmitigated loneliness,

is looked on as a leper ? And he who speaks of love

is laughed at, reviled, showered with steel and filth?

While those whom we are taught to listen and look up to

say peace as if it were a foul word.

EDWIN ROLFE
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TERROR AND DICTATORSHIP

History does not really "repeat itself", of course; but there

are periods of history in which the problems and emotional

atmosphere are so similar to our own that we feel a real kin-

ship and understanding. This sort of kinship exists between

the years 1945-50 and 1794-95 in France. Sandwiched between

the morbid excitement of the "Terror" and the drama of Napol-

eon's rise to power, they form a neglected interim, but a period

of which every day is packed with a sense of doom, a weariness

of spirit, a fluctuation between hope and panic, too familiar

to us today.

The people of Paris had seemed genuinely on fire with the

ideals of the Jacobin Convention in 1793. The Jacobins tried

to keep in close touch with the needs and moods of the people.

The police mingled with the crowds, joined the queues waiting

for provisions, attended political meetings, talked with all sorts

and kinds of people, listened even more than they talked, and

made a remarkable condensation of what they heard and saw

in their daily reports. It is a tragedy that after the death of

Robespierre, the government made so little use of these police

reports. The men who made them must have been unusually

keen and extraordinarily honest, for they continued to give a

painstakingly accurate picture of Paris month after month, to

give suggestions which were not followed, and warnings that

should have been heeded.

Everyone with any interest in the French Revolution knows

the Jacobin experiment. Following the idea that the "people"

—

the whole people, rich and poor, literate and illiterate, men
and women—should be encouraged, persuaded, and even co-

erced under fear of being "suspect", to assume an active role

in political life, the Convention decreed sectional meetings every

five days. A "section" of Paris was a relatively small neighbor-

hood, corresponding roughly to the "beat" familiar in Alabama

counties, or the "ward" of an American city. A man who con-

tinuously absented himself from his sectional meeting was

heading for trouble in 1793. The Convention paid poor citizens

forty sous each to attend these meetings. At these meetings,
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every sort of neighborhood problem was aired, news was an-

nounced, unpopular people were denounced as "dangerous to

the republic", petitions for food, change in wages, etc., etc.,

were drawn up and sent to the Convention.

Several lively newspapers circulated in Paris at this time,

aimed not at the educated bourgeousie but at the people, the

large majority of whom eagerly listened to the news and com-

ments read aloud in every conceivable sort of place where people

gather together in groups. The theatre supported by the Conven-

tion was free; the plays, frankly propagandist and rather naive,

were accepted by the most heterogeneous audiences which

shouted out their reactions to the performance with freedom

and spontaneous feeling. Simplicity in dress and speech was

the "order of the day". Each tenth day was a holiday instead

of Sunday, and all Paris seemed to take to the streets. The
Revolutionary Tribunal and the guillotine brought the shadow

of fear to the city, but even in this there was far less class dis-

tinction than we usually think. Apparently complete and ac-

curate records of the trials of this famous court can still be

studied, and a careful analysis shows that of 2,538 persons

guillotined from March 10, 1793, to July 28, 1794—that is, the

period of the so-called "Terror" under the leadership of Robe-

spierre—241 were nobles, 1534 were bourgeois, and 493 pro-

letarians, with an additional 270 unclassified. Since the nobles

were almost always described very completely in these records,

this last figure probably should be divided between the total

of the other classes. At the trials the people again expressed

themselves, often actually rendering judgement by their shouts

for acquittal or death. This may not seem democratic in the

Anglo-Saxon tradition, but the point is that the people were

in the habit of expressing themselves in a group, whether

for bad or for good! Indeed, one of the very few spots of class

distinction visible in Paris in these days was the life of the

accused prisoners. Here money talked. The aristocrat lived

in style with every luxury he could buy from his gaoler, while

the poor man got along as best he could with few friends brave

enough to bring him comforts.
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Since the Convention consciously depended on the good will

of the Paris people in 1793-94, it is not surprising that eco-

nomic conditions were not too bad for a nation which found

itself on the defensive before the combined armies of Europe.

A system of price control had been inaugurated in May, 1793,

and expanded the following fall. Many an ingenious craftsman

found himself rewarded by the Convention for inventions and

skilled work. Social life was satisfying to the poor man; not

only participation in his sectional assembly, but membership

in several political clubs was open to him, and every now and

then the streets of Paris were cleared for banqueting and danc-

ing. Hope was running high.

With the dawn of July 28, 1794, the change begins. This

change follows three separate but constantly interacting de-

velopments. First, as recorded in minute detail by the Paris

police records, we witness a long-drawn-out battle of the poor

with hunger and cold, that culminated in a physical and spirit-

ual weariness. The causes of this are mixed; severe winter,

inefficiency and greed of the government, inequality of distri-

bution, and deliberate policy on the part of the Thermidorians

who no longer cared for or needed the support of the common
citizen. Second is the suppression of public opinion, and a

widening gulf between the ruling class and the common people.

Thirdly, the kind of appeal which the young Bonaparte made

to these people during the desperate, weary, hopeless months

which mark the death of the Convention and the Directorate.

We must see Napoleon as he appeared in 1795, not as we
picture him from our knowledge of succeeding events, if we
are to understand why he became the hero of the people of

Paris.

It seems strange that we who are so ready to understand

the effects of a long, severe, illness on a friend, are so blind

to similar physical causes that influence the course of history.

It is impossible here to relate the impact of the daily police

reports of Paris that trace the rising wave of suffering and

despair to final utter weariness and indifference. The student

who reads these reports, however, cannot fail to see their import.
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As months passed more and more men and women, once active

citizens of the republic, dropped from the political stage for the

simple, human reason that they were spending hours in line

waiting for food, more hours in line waiting for fuel and can-

dles; stumbling home to care for the sick and starving; look;

ing for work when shops closed down for lack of fuel to

keep running—a vicious, seemingly endless round.

July 1794 found Paris gay and confident. A good harvest

was on the way. The Convention exempted men from the army

to work in the fields. Butchers of all shades of political opinion

were recalled to help with the provisioning of the city. But

before the summer had passed, prices were rising "with the

rapidity of lightning"; crowds were waiting at the butcher

shops; country folk were quietly slipping into the city to sell

butter and eggs to the highest bidder. At first the police exerted

themselves to catch offenders, confiscated the goods and sold

them in the poor sections at the legal prices. Very soon this

proved impractical.

The winter of 1794-95 was one of severe cold. Coal and

wood were scarce. The river was frozen over and for weeks

barges could not reach the city. A lack of coal meant unem-

ployment. Candles were lacking for weeks at a time. This

meant not only darkened homes, but again, the impossibility

of working for many people whose occupations demanded light.

Fear for the lack of fuel brought people out to wait in line

at three in the morning; later in the winter, lines might be

seen waiting around the clock. At one time the police broke

up a line of twelve hundred waiting for coal; a woman and

a child were seriously injured in the crowd. By midwinter

wood peddlers had taken to breaking up sticks so that the buyer

could not calculate the amount purchased. Enterprising men
bought iron pots with burning charcoal to sell or rent to those

in line. Since people were bringing straw, rags, and old clothes

to sleep on, the least spark blown from these pots was a danger.

One very serious fire from this cause was reported that left

several families homeless. It was difficult to get water after

the river froze. Water carriers charged twenty sous to carry it.

Men who made a business of carrying all sorts of loads up
from the warves to the markets went on strike for higher pay.
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Who can blame them? They were kept so busy that they could

not find time themselves to stand in line and had to buy even

necessities at blackmarket prices. Bakers, who were given special

rations of wood to keep a supply of bread for the city, learned

that they could make more profit by selling the wood in secret

than by selling their bread at the legal price. Several times the

police found people frozen in line, or in their homes. By the

second winter they reported suicides in alarming numbers.

The problem of food was ever present, summer and winter.

There was plenty of food in Paris, but no law could prevent

the food merchants from selling to the rich at fantastic prices

and leaving the poor to starve. That the rich were made so at the

expense of the taxpayers and the fact that they flaunted their

wealth with a ruthless extravagance and wastefulness, made the

lack of food for the masses a source of bitterness as well as des-

pair. During the first winter (1794-95) men and women who
had stood long hours in line for their quota of food threw it in

the faces of the distributors when it was so poor as to seem a

mockery. During the second winter (1795-96) a large quantity

of rice was for some odd reason distributed throughout Paris.

The irony of this situation was that there was no wood to be had

to cook it; result, Paris streets littered with raw rice thrown

away by angry citizens. There was order and patience in the

lines, however, where it was recognized that a sincere effort

was being made to give help. Moreover, there was suprisingly

little looting and, when such incidents occured, the police were

sympathetic, pointing out that the shop looted had been en-

gaged in black market trade. Country folk continued to add

to the city's troubles. Often faced with scarcities in the rural

sections, they flocked to Paris where they thought the law would

see to it that they were fed. Those who stayed at home slaugh-

tered their stock before it was fattened to take advantage of

the high prices, and failed to care properly for their crops for

want of hands to help with the work.

It is of great interest to see how the vigor of the protests

die out. First bitter complaints, petitions, and marches on the

Convention; then sporadic "incidents"—fighting in line, a

greedy merchant dumped into the Seine, doors battered down
to hurry the opening of distribution centers. But as the long
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months of the second winter passed by, silence and despair

took the place of righteous indignation or even flaring temper.

How little confidence the people had in their government is

indicated by the reception given a new law passed to prevent

profiteering. It was a matter of complete indifference to them.

They had learned that no such law would, or could, be enforced

in Paris. When, in the spring of 1796, certain insolent young

men wandered about the streets and pitched coins in sight of

the waiting queues, they were rewarded with only a few mut-

tered oaths. The fighting spirit of the Paris poor was dead.

The means by which the proletariat of Paris was silenced

after July 28, 1794, were both deliberate policy and a natural,

unplanned course of events. The habit of expressing one's self

as the member of a group, which played so important a part

during the Jacobin regime, is necessary to the average man if he

is to maintain an active interest in public affairs. This habit is

far easier to lose than to develop, since it demands a good deal

of effort. Thus human nature cooperated with the Thermidor-

ians in their swift and almost complete suppression of the

opinion of the masses as a political force. A series of legislative

acts are of significance. First, the meetings of the sectional

assemblies were cut from once every five days to once every

ten. The payment of forty sous to every needy citizen for attend-

ing these meetings was repealed. A ten o'clock closing law for

political meetings soon followed. Those who remained later

were considered agitators and subject to arrest. Next a proposal

to declare a penalty against secret or illegal group meetings in

the "sections" was passed in principle, and the police reports

begin to include careful statements of the opinions expressed

in various parts of the icty.

Petitioners to the Convention, meanwhile, were not receiving

the welcome due to citizens of the republic, and petitions were

used as evidence against those who signed them. In the spring

of 1795, the hour of meeting of the Sectional Assemblies was
changed first to four o'clock in the afternoon, then to ten in

the morning. The Convention would admit to its meetings no
deputations from the Sections numbering more than twenty.

When the "Constitution of the Year IV", by which 500 of the
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new legislature were to be appointed from the former Conven-

tion, was proposed for vote, troops were sent over the city to

break up protesting groups. Attempts at insurrection were put

down by force, one of the leaders in this activity being the young

Bonaparte.

Paris lost its independent government soon after, and was

ruled by committees of the National Convention. The city

treasury had a like fate. The most dramatic and far-reaching

act, however, was the decree closing the popular political clubs.

The two most significant of these for the working man were

the famous Jacobin Club and the Electoral Club. The latter de-

rived its name from its stubborn support of the principle of

popular elections. The downfall of this club brought about the

eventual arrest and death of Babeuf, who, it seems, might have

developed into a popular leader even at this late date, so large

was his following. The real political influence in Paris fell to a

group formed of a sober and fairly responsible bourgeoisie and

a completely demoralized band of young agitators who roamed

the streets, terrorizing the city, and employing every conceivable

means of blackmail and thievery for their own pleasure. No one

seems to have had a good word for these young scoundrels, yet

the police could not rid the city of them, and by the end of the

Directorate, only Napoleon seemed able to clear them out of

the weary city. That they received protection from someone in

power in the national government is obvious. No law, it seemed,

could touch them since they had no organization, no established

meeting place, no recognized officers. They frequented certain

cafes which the police dutifully reported, but the proprietors of

these places seem to have been victims rather than collaborators,

and they could always change their meeting place, and melt

away into the labyrinth of the city. Jeunesse doree — "gilded

youth" — they came to be called, which indicates how far re-

moved they were from the ragged, starving people of the city.

Under their vicious influence, the customs and moral standards

of Paris reached the lowest level of degradation. Ironically, the

wealth of the new rich in the last year of the Convention and

under the Directorate (1796-99) made possible a luxury and

extravagance that stands out boldly against the stark back-

ground of the poverty of the masses. The theatres were doing
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a good business, particularly in musical comedy and light opera,

but the days of free performance had disappeared. Meanwhile,

one after another of the newspapers protesting the new regime

closed down—usually after a period of publication in secret.

The Constitution of the Year IV contains in its preamble a

"declaration of the rights and duties of man and citizen".

"Liberty, equality and fraternity" had given place to "liberty,

equality, security, and property". Thus the difference in point

of view finds legal expression. The citizen is defined as one

who pays a certain tax, as well as in terms of age and residence.

A most complex system of elections was evolved. More subtle,

but perhaps more effective in silencing the "people" was the

complete change in the social atmosphere of the city. It no

longer belonged to the worker whose crude taste was scorned,

whose needs were ignored, whose presence was an unpleasant

reminder to the new rulers of earlier associations they were at-

tempting to forget.

Despite Napoleon's part in crushing rebellion in the city, he

seemed to many the only hope for peace and order. He had a

very real appeal to the average Parisian. He had lived in Paris

when the spirits of the people were at their lowest ebb. He had

been in prison. He had experienced ups and downs of fortune

as dramatic as those of the city itself. He had ample opportunity

to observe the people and to feel their mood while he lived

among them in obscurity and poverty. He affected a simplicity

in dress and manner which set him apart from the jeunesse

doree, for whom he consistently expressed a scorn which was

echoed by the people.

Most significant of all was his career in the army, even be-

fore his famous campaigns. He had fought in the Revolutionary

Army and was first known to Paris people in this role. During

the tedious months we have been picturing, the armies of France

alone continued to arouse popular enthusiasm. People were con-

stantly contrasting the devotion of the armies to the selfishness

of their government at home. It was clear that the hated

jeunesse doree were of age for military service, and they were

despised as slackers. Moreover, the government had used army
news—accounts of victories and incidents of heroism, to divert

the attention of a restless people.
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Bonaparte even enjoyed a reputation for incorruptibility, so

rare a quality in the Paris of this time. He played a lone hand.

During the complicated intrigues in preparation for his famous

coup d'etat, he managed so skillfully that he gave an impression

of aloofness. By vague answers and willingness to listen rather

than talk, he kept himself singularly free in the midst of appar-

ent entanglements. When the first act in his swift rise to power
was being played out on the battlefields of Italy, the govern-

ment about to be overthrown remained inert, hypnotized. There
was no expression of public opinion, but there was a tremend-

ous surge of popular emotion. To Paris the assurance of a strong

government, order in the city streets, the revival of business,

peace, food, fuel, and military glory, these were too welcome
to make any price seem high, even the loss of liberty!

ANNE EASTMAN

CHRISTMAS AT COUNTY SEAT, ALA,

poor white trash with their crucifix faces

whites with crucifix jaw

Jesus, jesus, Jesus was a nigre boy

with him love was law

faces burning with naive joy

he no nigger, he a nigre

Jesus must a bin a little nigre boy

with him love was law

crucified faces to preserve status

whites with crucifix jaw

they must a bin the scribes and the pharisees

with him love was law

black are the faces of Xmas joy

white the crucifix jaw

yes, Jesus must a bin a little nigre boy

with him love was law

FREDERICK SORENSEN
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CROSSPATCH

Send me cottages, hay piles, and kerosene lanterns,

Let me eat clover and take on kicking horses,

Be mown and tied and set up in bundles,

Bleeding the juice of thick-stalked corn,

A disarticulation! I want

To be round and pink-spotted like an egg

And wound along with horsehair and dropped ribbons

And matted with cats'-neck furred burdock ball.

When I was a cherry stone I was happier, and

When I floated for any fish to grab.

Curled up in the spoiled leaf I cried like a lynx

With the joy of something insessile.

Nobody wants me, I want nobody!

—

but my old mother the barnyard. I was

Her ten billionth child and cherished

As much as the first. I miss her!

Barn swallows, sew my sheet!

Wrap me, spiders; close my eyes,

Lion-ants, with trip doors; roll,

Dung-beetles, roll.

OSMOND BECKWITH
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ALBERT CAMUS
Albert Camus, French essayist, playwright, and novelist has

won the respect of his contemporaries because of the excellent

quality of his writings and because of his unwillingness to com-

promise on the vital issues of today. Born in Mondovi, Algeria,

in 1913, Camus belongs to the generation of French youth that

experienced the sobering influences of depression, war, defeat,

occupation, and that witnessed the many contradictory and ir-

reconcilable things that occurred during the war and afterwards.

All tended to confirm his growing conviction that the world

itself lacked plan, design, and order. Furthermore, he came to

believe that the catastrophies that had taken place throughout

the world were due not to the failure of governmental systems

nor to political ideologies but to man himself.

Among the various activities in which he participated be-

tween the years 1935 and 1938 was one which was to give the

future playwright valuable experience, for during this time he

was director of a theatrical troupe. Since Prometheus has an

especial appeal to Camus as the first of mortals who dared to

defy the gods, think for himself and act in behalf of man, it is

not surprising that he chose to write his own version of this hero

for his company and that he played the leading role. It wa9
during this same period also that he was writing his Noces,

four essays containing descriptive passages of great beauty. But

it was not until Caligula, written in 1938, though not published

until 1945, that he combined his interest in the classical theatre

and his own despair at ever understanding the world about him.

In this play the Roman emperor, Caligula, deliberately substi-

tutes madness, "pure in its evil", for a sane world that had pro-

duced nothing but hypocrisy and lies. In the emperor's search

for the moon, symbolic of man's search for happiness, the ideal,

the unattainable, there is humor, pathos, and deep understand-

ing.. The madness of Caligula has something inherent within

man himself for he is man who has made himself god.

L'Etranger though not published until 1942, belongs in this

early period of Camus. In this novel Meursault is a mediocre
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office employee whose acts taken singly have neither coherence

nor meaning, but when these same events culminate in murder,

society sees him as a monster, a stranger to the world about him.

Ironically, he is the only one who views his life dispassionately.

He is condemned to death mainly because of his objectivity,

his impassivity, and a certain naive integrity which keeps him

from lying even to save his own life. Meursault is man drifting

through life without purpose or ideals. In this novel, as well as

in all the early writings of Camus, there runs a pantheistic phil-

osophy that man's capacity to enjoy through his senses is ele-

mental and the source of his happiness. Even though this nar-

rative deals with the sordid and commonplace, there is a classic

restraint and a beauty of language that already proclaim Camus
as a writer of promise.

In 1940 Camus went to France where he became editor of

the French underground publication, Combat. Two years later

in the midst of war appeared his Mythe de Sisyphe. In these

essays the world is still without meaning but a changing attitude

toward man is present.

Intelligence tells me in its way that this world is absurd. The con-

trary, which is blind reasoning, claims in vain that all is clear. I awaited

proof and longed that it might be so. But in spite of the claims of cen-

turies, of so many eloquent and persuasive men, I know all that is

false. . . . This universal right, practical or moral, this determinism,

these categories that would explain all would make laugh the man who
is honest with himself. They have nothing to do with the mind. They

deny its profound truth that it is in chains.

Like Descartes, Camus can say: "What I know, what is

sure, what I cannot deny, what I cannot reject, that is what

counts." But unlike Descartes, he continues:

I do not know if this world has a significance that escapes me. But

I know that I do not grasp that meaning and that it is impossible for

the moment for me to know it. Either we are not free and God all

powerful is responsible for evil or we are free and responsible but God
is not all powerful. ... I cannot conceive a liberty bestowed by a

superior being.

Man has assumed a greater dignity and value in these es-

says. Man is his own end and his only end. If he wants to be

something, it is in this life. At the end of all is death and death
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ends all. Man remains in chains as long as he has the illusion

of another world. Once free from this illusion the world re-

mains with man as its sole master. This is the significance of

these essays. Sisyphus condemned by the gods to roll the rock

up the mountain only to see it fall back again symbolizes man
who daily performs the same arduous and monotonous tasks.

Sisyphus suffers bondage and hardship as long as he is a slave

executing the orders of others. But from the moment he defies

the gods and frees himself from their servitude, he becomes

man superior to his destiny. He still continues to roll the stone

up the mountain, knowing that it will fall back again and the

work must be done again. But he works now with dignity and

purpose and "we must imagine Sisyphus happy."

In these essays Camus accepts that man has only one serious

problem: Is life worth living? If not, then suicide is the logical

answer. But in the Mythe de Sisyphe the answer is clear. Life,

no matter how difficult, has meaning and is worth living from

the moment that man is master of his mind and destiny.

Les Lettres Allemandes, written during 1943 and 1944, re-

veal a rare beauty of soul. In the midst of war while working

against terror and tyranny, the author could still write that he

loves his country too dearly to uphold it in injustice; that he is

the enemy of no one nation, only of executioners.

You Nazis concluded that man was nothing and that one could kill

his soul. . . . whereas it appeared to me on the contrary that man
ought to affirm justice in order to struggle against eternal injustice, to

create happiness to protest against a universe of injustice.

Camus distinguishes clearly between war for personal gain

and a war in defense of ideals:

It took time for us to see if we had the right to kill and to add to

the misery of the world. We have learned that the spirit can do nothing

against the sword but that the spirit united with the sword is the eternal

victor of the sword drawn in its own behalf.

In these Lettres there is a world concept beyond the limits

set by nationality. There is a grandeur of thought that marks

a turning point in the development of the author.

La Peste, first published in Paris in 1947, received recogni-

tion immediately because of its masterly style and classic re-
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straint. This philosophical novel, epic in scope, is the story of

an epidemic of bubonic plague that attacked Oran and left it

isolated for months. During that interval men working together

for the common good rose to heroic stature. This narrative is

like the movement of a symphony, rising to a crescendo and

dying away to an andante.

What is this peste? Subject to many interpretations, Oran

could be France under occupation and the men who conquer

the plague, the underground. But the underlying philosophy of

this novel is far too profound to be dismissed so easily. The

peste is all that destroys man: war, disease, death, intolerance,

superstition, greed, hate. The men who struggle against this

pestilence represent all humanity: the serious, the light-hearted,

the rich, the poor, the good, the bad, the civil authorities, the

clergy, the doctor, the journalist, even the humble writer, so

humorous and yet so pathetic is his search for perfection that

he never gets past the initial sentence of his master-piece. In

this novel, which Camus considers the most anti-christian of his

writings, neither the church nor religion meet the needs of hu-

manity in its hour of trial.

Through the story of Tarrou, one of the men who fought

against the plague, one glimpses something of the author's

struggle for understanding, for some of the ideas expressed here

reappear in Les Justes. Tarrou, the son of a judge, saw a crim-

inal condemned to death by his father. The youth was swept

away by the conviction that this poor wretch was nonetheless

a human being and that no one, not even a judge, should have

the right to kill. Since in his eyes the present social order was

responsible for the death penalty he joined up with a group

whose ideas, so he thought, substantially coincided with his own.

While on occasion he knew that this organization passed a

death sentence, he was told that these few deaths were necessary

to build a new world order in which murder would cease. Then
one day he saw the firing squad execute a man. The old revul-

sion against the right of one man to condemn another to death

returned. He saw no difference between this deed and that of

the criminal sentenced by his father. From that moment on,

while he still liked and admired the men in this organization,

he knew that he could never again be one of them.
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And then I (Tarrou) came to understand that I, too, had had plague

throughout all those long months when, paradoxically enough, I had
believed with all my heart that I had been fighting it. I learned that I

had had an indirect hand in the deaths of thousands of persons. . . .

And I told myself, that as far as I was concerned, nothing in the world

would ever induce me to accept an argument that justifies killing. . . .

Everyone is more or less sick with plague. That is why some of us, who
want to get plague out of our systems, feel such desperate weariness, a

weariness from which nothing remains to set us free except death.

. . . Pending that release, I know I have no place in the world of

today; once that I had, for all time, refused to kill, I doomed myself to

an exile that can never end. . . . All I maintain is that on this earth

there are pestilences and victims and that it is up to us, as far as possible,

not to join forces with pestilence.

I grant that we should add a third category: that of true healers.

But one does not come across many of them and anyway it would be a

difficult vocation. That is why I decided to take the victim's side in

every predicament so as to reduce the damage done. Among them at

least I can try to discover how one attains to the third category; in other

words to peace. . . . What interests me is how one becomes a saint.

. . . Can one be a saint without God ?—that is the problem, in fact the

only problem, I face today.

The novel concludes with a solemn word of warning. As
the plague spends its course and life is about to return to nor-

mal, Rieux, the doctor, decides to make a record of what will

need to be done in case of another epidemic. For he knows what

the jubilant crowds do not, that the bacillus of plague never

dies nor disappears, and that one day it will return "for the bane

and enlightenment of men."

As early as 1941 Jean Louis Barrault had had the idea of

producing a play based on the theme of a plague. On learning

that Camus was about to publish a novel by that title he offered

to adapt it to the stage. But Camus preferred to create a new
play, L'Etat de Siege, which was published in 1948. Although

the central theme of both play and novel is a state of siege dur-

ing a plague, the play is a variation of the theme and in no way
an adaptation of the novel. In the play La Peste is no longer

bubonic plague but a dictator because he carries within him a

germ more deadly than any bacillus, a disease that leaves de-

struction in its wake as horrible as any epidemic.
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L'Etat de Siege, written in the form of an allegory, is a

blending of Greek chorus, lyric monologue, symbolism, farce,

irony, humor, plus a skillful use of music and sound effects.

The action takes place in Cadiz, possibly as a reminder that

Spain has not yet been freed. The general theme is that pesti-

lence can prosper only as long as man in fear permits it to en-

dure, but that man strong enough to strike back unafraid, wil-

ling to accept death, can bring back victory even though he

loses his own life in the struggle. In the midst of ironic thrusts

at the various aggravations suffered in war such as regimenta-

tion, red tape, queues, there are lines of unexpected depth:

La Peste: Put on your men the uniform of the police and you will

see what they will become.

Diego (English Jacob for supplanter) : It is true that they will be-

come cowardly and cruel. That is why they have no more right to power

than you. No man has enough virtue that one can grant him absolute

power.

La Peste first enters the scene as a rather obscure individual.

His rise to power at first is due not so much to his own strength

as to the cowardly abdication of the government. Ironically,

after the overthrow of La Peste, the very men who betrayed

their country come swarming back to take over the government.

Nada (the collaborator) : The relief is general. They are going to

start over again, at zero of course. . . . But don't be concerned,

their method is better. Instead of closing the mouths of those who cry

their misfortunes, they close their own ears. . . . Look! What do you

suppose they are doing already? They are decorating one another.

Throughout all the writings of Camus the sea plays an im-

portant role. It is fresh, vital, vast, uncontaminated, it cleanses,

it offers relaxation, it restores. During the war it was a symbol

of liberty a means of escape, a refuge for the oppressed.

Le Pecheur (after Nada, the collaborator, falls into the sea and

drowns) : Look, the sea in fury has the color of anemones. It is aveng-

ing us. Its anger is our anger. It is crying to all men to rally, to the iso-

lated to unite. Oh tide, oh sea, the country of all those in revolt, we are

your people and we will never yield.
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Les ]ustes, performed for the first time in December 1949,

and published the following year, has the same classical re-

straint evident in all the writings of Camus. It is the psycholog-

ical study of a group of young revolutionary socialists as they

plan and execute the assassination of the Grand Duke Serge.

The scene is laid in Moscow in 1905. In the first attempt against

the Grand Duke, contrary to expectations, he was accompanied

by his wife and his small grand niece and grand nephew. Kal-

iayev could not bring himself to kill the children.

Kaliayev: . . . Comrades, I wish to speak to you frankly and to say

to you what the simplest of your peasants would tell you: to kill child-

ren is contrary to honor. And if the day should come, while I am still

alive, that revolution should turn aside from honor, I should separate

myself from it. If you decide for it, I shall go presently to the theatre,

but I shall throw myself beneath the feet of the horses.

The problem before the group is whether Kaliayev had the

right to withhold his bomb. All decide in his favor except

Stepan, who, because of torture and imprisonment, hates the

men in power in contrast to the others who work for the down-

fall of the regime, only in order that the people of Russia may
be free.

Who are Les Justes? At the beginning of the play each of

the revolutionists would have answered that they were unques-

tionably. But by the conclusion of the play that assurance has

been somewhat shaken. While they are still agreed that the

cause of revolution must come first above all else, death becomes

more necessary for themselves, to avoid the stigma of murder.

To the young idealists who do not believe in the immortality

of the soul, life is man's most precious possession. That is why
Kaliayev welcomes death as a means of atonement. This is the

same reason that Dora who prepares the fuses and Annenkov
their leader seek the privilege of throwing the next bombs. The
question that Dora raises in 1905 is especially pertinent to 1950.

Dora: Are we sure that no one will go further? When I listen to

Stepan, I am afraid. Some others will come perhaps who will take over

the authority from us to kill and who will not pay with their lives.
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Annenkov: That would be cowardly, Dora.

Dora: Who knows? Maybe it is that that is justice. And no one will

dare any longer look it in the face.

The writings of Camus have aroused considerable discus-

sion. From time to time his critics have attempted to explain

his views by identifying him with the existentialists, due to

certain attitudes in common between them regarding God, man,

and immortality. However, neither side acknowledges the rela-

tionship. Camus in his Mythe de Sisyphe writes:

I take the liberty of calling philosophical suicide the existentialist

attitude. But this does not imply a judgment. It is a convenient manner

of designating the movement by which an idea can deny itself and tend

to surpass itself, which constitutes negation. For the existentialists ne-

gation is their god.

The explanation of his philosophical views is to be found

rather in his own experiences. Born into a world at war, Camus
has never known peace. Life has been for him a continuous

battle: against disease, for he was tubercular in his youth;

against poverty, for he had to interrupt his education to become

a wage earner; against social discrimination, and the evils inher-

ent in colonialism, for he was born in a colony; against aggres-

sion and the many other ills that plague mankind. Out of his

own experiences he has evolved the philosophy that an all pow-

erful and wise God cannot be responsible for the plague-ridden

world, but that man himself carries the disease that periodically

attacks and destroys. Even the best among us, the idealists like

Tarrou and the young revolutionists in Les Justes carry within

themselves the devastating germs of plague.

Just as Eieux and Tarrou and the many others were able to

unite and defeat the plague at Oran, so can men throughout the

world unite and overcome war and its attending evils. Youth
has a right to peace but the absurd, world which man has made
engenders only hate, greed, and war. Camus, who is not a pac-

ifist, is appealing to men to give youth peace. Like Tarrou, he
too, is asking the question: "Can one be a saint without God?"

LORRAINE PIERSON
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BOOKS
Basil Bunting: Poems, 1950 (The Cleaners' Press) $1.50;

Edward Dahlberg, The Flea of Sodom (New Directions) $1.50

Since this is not an age when poets are listened to, it is a reason-

able assumption that they will go flocking to their ivory towers, if

only because no other points of vantage are available to them. We
should not blame them for taking to flight. Those little winged crea-

tures who cluster the pages of Poetry (Chicago), and who settle oc-

casionally on the left-hand column of the second page of the New
York Times Book Review, and especially those who make their home
in the Christian Science Monitor, may be forgiven; their wings have

the gaudy translucence of dragonflies; they have found their home;
and there they may conveniently rest. But poetry in the present age is

nothing unless it is combative. It must speak honestly, descriptively and

urgently, or it had better not speak at all.

All this is said in introduction to the work of two poets who have

received so little critical acclaim that it is permissible to wonder
whether criticism of poetry still exists. The appearance of Mr.Basil

Bunting's poems is a literary event of the first magnitude. For the

first time since Fitzgerald, there has appeared a poet with a mastery

of his craft capable of translating Persian into English, with force

and conviction. But he has not limited himself to Persian, a language

he knows well. He has translated Latin, French and Greek poets, and

his own poems have gained from an indelible knowledge of foreign

rhythms. A poet in our time is of necessity a translator as well; he

must be—for no one else will assume the imponderable task—the

mediator between the conflicting cultures and civilization of our time,

and of all time. More than any traveller Fitzgerald helped us to know
the Persian mind, but we need to know more. Browne does not help

us, for he translated Persian as badly as Legge translated Chinese,

with a prodigious sense of Victorian rhythms. Bunting translates

accurately, in modern idiom, and with a sense of controlled rhythm

which can come from long practice in his art. His translation of

Rudaki is among the most superb translations ever made:

All the teeth ever I had are worn down and fallen out.

They were not rotten teeth, they shone like a lamp,

a row of silvery-white pearls set in coral:

they were as the morning star and as drops of rain.

There are none left now, all of them wore out and fell out.

Was it ill-luck, ill-luck, a malign conjunction?

It was no fault of stars, nor yet length of years.

I will tell you what it was: it was God's decree.
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So it goes on, this elegiac poem of an old poet lamenting his lost

youth and yet not lamenting it, content with old age, strong-muscled

still, remembering the gifts received by princes and women, as he

takes his beggar's staff and wallet in his hands:

Wherever there was a gentleman of renown

in his house had I silver and a mount.

From whomsoever some had greatness and gifts,

greatness and gifts had I from the house of Saman.

The Prince of Khorossan gave me forty thousand dirhems,

Prince Makan more by a fifth,

and eight thousand in all from his nobles

severally. That was a fine time!

When the Prince heard a fair phrase he gave, and his men,

each man of his nobles, as much as the Prince saw fit.

Times have changed. I have changed. Bring me my stick.

Now for the beggar's staff and wallet.

There is nothing simple here: what has happened in this long poem,

from which only the opening and closing stanzas have been quoted,

is the transmutation of one civilization into another. An eighth century

Persian poet is made to speak with the authentic accents of a modern
poet, and such a feat should be regarded with respect.

It would be a mistake to suggest that Mr. Bunting has been con-

cerned only with the interpretation of the past. He writes with vigor

and derision of small destinies; he can be, and often is, maliciously

or joyfully tender in his love poems; he delights in portraying large

landscapes; he is at home with a paint box full of acids; and he is

concerned with the present as much as he is concerned with the past.

Robust and delicate, the possessor of a savage gift of irony, he repre-

sents the kind of poetry which must increasingly be written if the

poet's art is to have any meaning in this stormy age.

Edward Dahlberg, a poet who writes in prose, has the same vigor,

the same apparently effortless gift of projecting his own furious

energy. Just as Bunting finds his essential springboard in Persian poetry,

so Edward Dahlberg finds his springboard in the mythologies of

Europe and Israel: from there he leaps into the unknown territory

of the present. He does not always succeed in leaping to the place

he had marked out for himself. The mythologies hug him close. There
are times when he is hardly able to escape from their embrace. He
looks to the old tutelary deities who guarded bread, wine, sheep and
horses for salvation: once there was a simpler world where the out-

lines were written in a bold calligraphy. He appeals to the past to

make sense of the present, and sometimes the past fails him. He is

one of those—Djuna Barnes and Alexis St Leger are others—who
have derived from their long contemplation of deserts a sense of the
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prodigious wealth buried in time, in mythology, in the wheel-tracks

of the endless caravans passing into mirage: and ancient and more
formidable world can be dimly discerned beneath our present pre-

occupations: and with this knowledge of an archaic past confronted

with an urgent present there comes a rhythm like a seaswell. He calls

himself "a tongueless, unsighing beggar", and he is not far removed

from Rudaki, who took his pleasure in legends. So Dahlberg has in-

vented legends for his own time, even through he has borrowed the

names of the actors from the past. To him there is nothing extraordin-

ary in the sight of Andromache walking together with Ajax Proletcult.

This, he says, is what the world has made of itself: we must face the

Proletcult with all its horrors, and set them against the superb back-

drop of the wars of Troy. But inevitably the confrontation produces

anger or a sense of resignation; and it is to Dahlberg's credit that even

his resignation is full of energy. "Spleen is a sickness," he says in

one of the concluding paragraphs of this amazing handbook to a

modern legend, "for after a man has loosed his bile, he must walk
in the valley of Kidron for a year to be quiet again. Three things

you should heed and do: return to the world, but as a timorous stranger

with a precept in his mouth; second, be as nimble as a gazelle to run

to a proverb, and as fierce as the lion to devour its meaning; and

third, know that forgetting is the depravity of sloth." It is with such

legendary statements that Dahlberg confronts a world which is rapidly

turning into legend.

ROBERT PAYNE

Yours Till Death. Edited by Lucille Griffith. University of Alabama
Press. 1951.

"Dear Wife For the first time in life, take my pen in hand to write

you . .
." So begin the letters of John W. Cotton, private in the

Confederate Army. He was a yeoman farmer from Coosa County,

Alabama, who left a wife and seven children at home. "I never knew
what pleasure home afforded to a man before. If it were not for the

love of my country and family and the patriotism that bury in my
bosom for them I would be glad to come home and stay ..."

These letters form a record of human emotion in wartime. There

are 156 from John Cotton to his wife and four from his wife to him.

They are a record of the thoughts of a man in the South who raised no
cotton and possessed no slaves, a man of small importance in the af-

fairs of state, who nevertheless, fought side by side with the planters

on the slavery question. Miss Griffith notes in her fine introduction

that in I860 there were some four or five million of these yeoman
farmers in the South, and they formed the majority of the population.

He wrote of the wheat, a new crop, of his hogs, of Manuel, the

slave he repeatedly tried to buy. His instructions were explicit: "When
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Manuel gets redy to split rails tell him to split rails on the rig from the

horse lot over towards where we drug them ded horses" He wrote

of the death of a child: "Great God what a thunderbolt struck my

ear." He wrote matter-of-factly of the birth of a child: "I want you to

name him and send me his name." He made a touching effort at poetry:

"If me no more on earth you see, when you here of war remember me."

And of war he wrote vividly: "Soldiers are landing here by the

thousands I am sitting in a window riting where I can see all over

Chattanooga," and "We have the top of kennasin mountain covered

with artillary you out to see it turned loose at the Yankees." There is

the typical soldiers griping about food, mud, dust, the ever-present

pathetic homesickness. And he never changes his mind on his reasons

for fighting, "I have suffered too much in this war ever to go back

to the union willingly." It is the publication of letters such as these

that makes history move for us.

NANCY LEONARD

Charles Olson: Y&X (Black Sun Press) 25c

Any movement poetry can now make beyond the achievement of

Pound, Williams, et al, must make use of the fact of their work, and,

further, of what each has stressed as the main work now to be done.

We can't discard either of these men by calling them 'experimentalists'

or by thinking that however right their method may be for their own
apprehension of form, find for ourselves a method equal to our content,

show some comprehension of the difficulties involved, we stay where

we are.

A recent comment of Dr. Williams notes one of the headaches.

"To me the battle lodges for us as poets in the poetic line, something

has to be done with that line—it's got to be opened up. . .
" I cite this

here, since a good many feel that it's just the opposite that should be

done, that the line must be tightened, pulled in, fixed. We should

by now have a clear idea as to what this kind of tightness implies. To
begin with, it's an external tightness, having more to do with the

poem's pattern than with the movement of its sense. And it's this

same tightness which Stevens has damned by implication: "There is,

however, a usage with respect to form as if form were a derivative of

plastic shape."

The five poems in this present collection of Olson's work de-

monstrate a technique set squarely against this tightness. They mark
the alternatives. For Olson the line becomes a way to a movement be-

yond the single impact of the words which go to make it up, brings

to their logic a force of its own. Instead of the simple wagon which
carries the load, he makes it that which drives too, to the common
logic, the sense of the poem.

The first poem, La Preface, is an illustration. Here the line is used

to make the ground logic beyond the single 'senses' of the words. The
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poem can't be understood, lacking a comprehension of the work the line

is doing here. What it does do then, is give the bass pattern which

pulls the poem's juxtaposition of action and thing to a common center

where the reader can get to bedrock. Meaning.

"Put war away with time, come into space.

It was May, precise date, 1940. I had air in my lungs could breathe.

He talked, via stones, a stick sea rock a hand of earth.

It is now, precise, repeat. I talk of Bigmans organs

he, look, the line! are polytopes.

And among the DPs—deathhead

at the apex

of the pyramid."

The line is the means to focus, is that which says, 'how' we are to

weight the various things we are told. And as it is there, to do this

work, so the words break through to their sense.

Perhaps enough to find this use of line in these poems, but Olson

is a good deal more than a competent technician. There is a reach in

these five poems, a range of subject and a depth of perception, that

mark him exceptional. His language is exact, hangs tight to the move
of his thought.

"Shallows and miseries shadows from the cross,

ecco men and dull copernician sun.

Our attention is simpler

The salts and minerals of the earth return

The night has a love for throwing its shadow around a man
a bridge, a horse, the gun, a grave.

Again, if poetry is to get further, develop, it will depend on those

who, like Olson, make use of its present gains, push these beyond.

Olson's work is the first significant advance.

ROBERT CREELEY

The Weight of the Cross by Robert O. Bowen. Alfred A. Knopf. 1951

The Weight of the Cross is concerned with the "awakening" of Tom,
its major character, whom we find, at the beginning of the novel, in

a psychiatric ward. He is a navy man with a record of long service.

Difficulties of a personal and mental character precipitate a wild attack

on his commanding officer who represents "authority."

While Tom is a patient the Japanese take the Philippines. The
novel from this point covers Tom's escape from the hospital and from

the Japanese. He is accompanied by his friend Gaddy who at first,

seems to have a fuller grasp of Tom's mental and moral confusion,

and his own .

The central problem of the novel is the need of Gaddy and Tom
to expiate their guilt. The final test comes when both are recaptured

by the Japanese and are interned till the liberation of the Philippines.
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Tom's suffering as a prisoner of war is taken by him to be an answer

to his need for self punishment, his "penance" for whatever lies at

the root of his pervasive and urgent sense of guilt. On several occasions

he says he feels more at peace with himself in the concentration camp

than ever before in his life.

It becomes apparent after a time that Tom's assaultive behavior is

a product of his conviction of personal inadequacy, a turning outward

of his anger with himself. The "weight of the cross" is Tom's ac-

ceptance of himself as the legitimate object of his fury with himself.

Further he makes his identification with his fellows complete by as-

suming responsibility for punishing those who violate accepted stan-

dards of decency. The bitter struggle for existance in the concentra-

tion camp results in a sharp line of distinction between those who ob-

serve group standards and those who don't. His aggressiveness towards

others is now no longer an extension of his hatred for himself, but

is socially oriented.

At the close of the novel, as the liberation is taking place, Gaddy

dies. He is the one who has failed to "come through" isolated from

the others, completely taken up with himself withered by his consuming

guilt consciousness and his realization of failure. Interestingly, the

genesis of Gaddy's guilt consciousness is made fairly explicit; Tom's

never is. We have only the mental and behavioral consequences of

his sense of sin. Then, again, an attempt is made to account for Tom's

final emergence; Gaddy's failure is unexplained and is rather pre-

cipitous.

Mr. Bowen's novel is a powerful one. Its impact is not a unitary

one, nor is it cumulative. Its principal strength would seem to be found

in several of its episodes in which tension and personal involvement

are built up to a point which is almost unbearable. The story of Tom's

association with Pete, the Filipino, whom he protected and from whom
he learned of his capacity to love, and who died during an attempted

escape, is one such episode. Another is the terrible and magnificent

portion of the novel in which the newly captured prisoners are hung
by their fingers and taunted to deny their religion as a step to their

being broken in spirit and self respect. Tom's refusal to deny his

religion, the admiration of his prospective executioner, probably saved

his life.

A comparison of The Weight of the Cross with other World War
II novels, such as Norman Mailer's The Naked and the Dead, Irwin

Shaw's The Young Lions, Van Praag's Combat would suggest that

while these novels are highly dependent on the war for their meaning
and tend to be three dimensional, rarely probing very deeply into moral

dilemmas of their characters, Bowen's novel is primarily interested in

just those dilemmas and the realm of personal meaning. In a sense,

while the war does provide the dramatic back-drop from Bowen's charac-

ters, it is only one of many that might have been used.

SIDNEY A. FORSYTHE
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